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Introduction

According to Nielsen Holdings, 40% of CPG trade 

promotion spending doesn’t drive the desired 

results. Even though the trade promotions spend 

take up a lion’s share of the organizational 

revenue, traditionally manufacturers have always 

struggled in optimizing their promotion mix for the 

maximum bang for the buck. Most of the trade 

promotions run today are mostly based on past 

experiences, gut or partial intelligence, hence 

losing out on ROI. 

Challenges range from siloed data systems to over 

dependence on spreadsheets to ineffective 

analytics softwares and so on.

With the advancements in Artificial Intelligence, 

Big Data and related fields, it is now possible to 

powerfully harness data and detect and invest the 

optimal amount of resources in high-yield 

promotions. This eBook will explore the current 

state of Trade Promotion Optimization (TPO), the 

key challenges and how AI can help.
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What is Trade Promotion 

Optimization? (and what it is not)

Before delving into the actual topic, it is imperative to establish the 

core definition of TPO and how it is different from Trade Promotion 

Management (TPM).

Trade Promotion Optimization: With a focus on continuously 

improving trade promotion strategies, TPO is the process of 

optimizing trade promotions based on your business goals and 

current supply and promotion constraints. The key objective of TPO 

is to maximize the value every dollar invested in trade promotions. 

It follows the famous motto of “Build, Measure, Learn and Repeat”.

The key elements of TPO include

Data capturing and harmonization

Promotion Effectiveness Measurement

Promotion Analysis

Planning

Optimization

Trade Promotion Management: TPM focuses more on the 

internal execution and operational part of trade promotions. 

This can include allocating budgets at various stages for different 

departments, retail activity management, tracking and managing 

funds, authorizing payments etc.
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Key Challenges Faced by 

Organizations During TPO

Data availability and Quality challenge

In a Promotion Optimization Institute Survey, it's found that 84% 
of respondents have data quality issues.

Most manufacturers typically depend solely on syndicated data 

from data brokers like Nielsen and IRI or past promotions to 

devise promotion strategies. While this data is still essential, 

depending solely on this data will not provide a big picture view 

of reality. Moreover this data can’t be updated. Today a trade 

promotion is influenced by several internal and external factors. 

The quality of data increases only when real-time data is 

integrated from multiple sources. We will discuss more about 

these factors in the upcoming sections.

In addition to integration, data also need to be cleansed, 

harmonized and updated to ensure the highest quality. 
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Data Not Available in Consumable Shape 
and Form

Decision-makers are either still depending on 

endless spreadsheets to understand promotional 

data or using substandard Trade Promotion 

Optimization analytics and software tools with 

shallow dashboards and insights. They are also 

forced to access data from multiple siloed systems 

to get a comprehensive picture. All these practices 

complicate data consumption and are hard to 

incorporate into everyday workflows for 

decision-making.

The lack of advanced visualizations and complex 

navigationational flows in traditional TPO solutions 

are some more key challenges decision-makers 

face while interacting with data.

High dependence on finding a skilled crew

Another infamous hurdle for accessing data and 

generating customized reports on a daily basis is 

the high dependence on IT Service or the MIS 

team. Business users can’t customize dashboards 

themselves and have to depend on these teams to 

get fresh reports or update old ones.

Missing/difficult what-if analysis

A lot of trade promotion strategy setting involves 

forecasting and accurately predicting “what is the 

impact if X happens” or “What will be the impact 

of my ROI and sales uplift if I run BOGO promotion 

for a cash cow”. However several trade 

promotional tools and software miss this type of 

in-depth analysis or provide generic analysis that 

does not deliver real business value.

New plans are based on gut or partial 
intelligence

Organizations are unable to measure the 

effectiveness of trade promotions due to lack of 

sufficient data, inefficient data harmonization, and 

predictive intelligence. As a result, there is a lack 

of data-backed optimization of upcoming trade 

promotions – either slight changes are made or 

nothing is done. Decision-makers resort to 

learnings from past experiences, instincts or partial 

intelligence.



What is Artificial Intelligence?

The AI landscape is huge and constantly evolving. Since there is 

a widespread confusion about what AI means, it’s imperative to 

establish the very definition of AI and its related technologies 

before delving further.

“Artificial Intelligence (AI) also known as Machine Intelligence, is 

the ability of machines (computer systems) to learn and perform 

tasks based on the instruction provided by Natural Intelligence 

i.e the human brain”

AI today has several diverse branches including but not limited 

to Machine Learning, Natural Language Processing, Predictive 

and Prescriptive Analytics (Advanced Analytics). One of the 

biggest reasons for AI becoming a buzzword is the technology’s 

ability to make existing softwares more “intelligent”. This can be 

in terms of detecting trends in data or automating certain 

processes or projecting predictions based on the data fed etc.

“AI Technologies Will Be in Almost Every New 
Software Product by 2020”

-Gartner
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Quick-Fire Definitions 

Machine Learning: The ability of software applications to learn 

and act without any explicit programming from a human.

Predictive Analytics: Predictive analytics can forecast business 

trends for the future based on the data provided. Unlike 

traditional analytics, the probability of accuracy is much higher 

for predictive analysis.  

Prescriptive Analytics: Prescriptive analytics is the area of 

business analytics dedicated to finding the best course of action 

for a given situation. Prescriptive analytics uses machine 

learning to determine the best solution or outcome among 

various choices based on the known parameters.
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Both manufacturers 
and retailers agree that 
many promotions are 
ineffective. This has 
gone on for decades 
and spending on 
promotions has 
increased over time

Overcoming Challenges and How 

AI can Help

Maximizing the value of every dollar spent on trade promotions 

requires highly accurate decision-making. An ideal TPO solution 

should provide a 360-degree view of reality to decision-makers 

and enable a forward-thinking strategy with a predictive and 

prescriptive analysis. Here are a few essential features of a 

robust TPO solution.

Takes data from all relevant data sources 
The solution needs to be fed with raw data from multiple 

consumer and market touch points and data sources. This acts 

as a solid foundation for an analysis to be run and provides a 

holistic view of reality when planning your promotions. The 

more sources integrated, the higher the accuracy of your trade 

promotions strategy.
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Internal Data

External Data 

1. Past promotions and campaigns

2. Market Research 

3. Primary Sales

4. Secondary Sales

5. Point of Sales

1. Competitor Intelligence

2. Location

3. Search Analytics

4. TRP 

5. Weather

6. Social Media

7. Syndicated Data

8. Events

Master
Data

Important data sources your TPO solution 
should capture

a. Internal data

Market research: Market, consumer and

competitor information from analysts.

Past promotions: Information on different trade

promotions run for different products and their

effectiveness.

Primary sales: Sales from the manufacturer to

distributor/retailer

Secondary sales: Sales from the distributor/

retailer to the end customer.

Marketing campaigns: Ongoing and future 

marketing activities that can impact your trade 

promotion ROI.

Point of Sales: The basket of items which a cus-

tomer buys at a retail outlet

b.External data

Syndicated data: Data from Nielsen, IRI, SPINS

and other data brokers etc.

Digital and social media: Social listening, search

analytics data, digital promotion data, digital

influencer and consumer trends etc.

Weather:  Consumer behaviours change based

on seasons or environmental factors like flu,

pollen etc. and this can impact your sales or

trade promotions.

Events: Major events like a famous musician’s

performance or a sporting event can alter

consumers’ behaviour towards certain type of

products (ex: A football event can trigger more

sales for a beverage)



2) Captures Digital Data.

58% of survey respondents rate their 
capabilities at the intersection of digital 
and trade promotion as “lagging”.

Promotion Optimization Institute

As digital marketing continue to increase in the 

consumer goods business, it is essential to learn 

what consumers are searching for, tweeting about, 

how they are mentioning your and competitor 

brand or responding to particular Facebook or 

Instagram campaign and so on. However this type 

of data is largely unstructured and real-time. Tra-

ditional TPO solutions miss this vital information. 

If you are evaluating vendors, ensure their solution 

captures and harnesses digital data. Provides a 

single window view of data

Data existence in siloed systems is one of the key 

TPO challenges today. Your Point of Sales data 

resides in POS systems, syndicated data from data 

brokers is stored in another system, digital 

marketing campaigns’ data get accumulated in 

some other siloed apps and your teams might 

already be storing and sharing data in different 

spreadsheet farms. 

This data fragmentation disallows decision-makers 

to have a convenient data and report accession. 

An ideal TPO solution needs to provide a 

comprehensive and single window view of all 

types of data and reports.

3) Forecasting Sales
An effective TPO solution should be able to fore-

cast the expected revenue, profits and costs asso-

ciated for various promotion offers. This can be

achieved by integrating various internal data

sources like past sales, past promotions, past cam-

paigns etc. combined with data from Syndicated

data providers Nielsen, Kantar, IMS  and external

data like weather, events, social media, etc.

4) Recommending Promotions
The solution should be able to optimize based on

the possible promotion combinations forecasted

and recommend which promotions should be run

based on



a.The constraints defined. Eg: budget for a

region.

b.The objectives which need to be achieved i.e

either to increase volume or gain market share

or increase revenue or increase profit.

The solution should allow the planner to simulate 

various promotion  scenarios and pick the best 

scenario based on the sales uplift and profit pre-

dicted for various scenarios.

5 Automates Post-Event Analysis

Post-promotion analysis is a key feature of any 

TPO solution. However most TPO solutions lack 

automation and this is a major obstacle for 

obtaining a meaningful analysis. Lack of 

automation results in manual compiling of data 

and over burdening of your field sales teams. 

In a POI research, it is found that only 39% of CG 

companies have some level of automation in their 

TPO solution.

Automation allows you to see as many promotions 

as you want and as often as you want. It also 

relieves burden on your field teams and eliminates 

human-error which can occur due to manual 

data-entry.

Less Dependency on High Skilled Crew

The solution needs to be a self-service one, i.e, it 

should allow users to specify the constraints , the 

objectives to be achieved ,  customize reports and 

filter dashboards by themselves, whenever they 

want, without having to depend on the IT or MIS 

department or the data science teams for routine 

activities . 

Easy to use and high UX

Traditional TPO solutions typically are not us-

er-friendly and have complex navigation flows and 

require users to have some kind of data science 

and statistical tool knowledge . This is another 

major obstacle which can result in decreased user 

adoption and productivity. Users shouldn’t waste 

their time navigating through several windows,  

learning statistical tools or customizing dashboards 

to retrieve information.



AI chatbots can be integrated into TPO 

solutions for simplifying data consump-

tion to decision-makers. Users can 

access data right within their actively 

used messaging apps like Skype, Skype 

for Business, Slack etc. and don’t have 

to login to the solution and filter dash-

boards.

Advanced Visualizations

Advanced data visualizations provide a 

variety of ways to view data -including 

visuals such as bubble charts, heat 

maps, and so on. When used correctly, 

visualization greatly simplifies and the 

process of analyzing massive data sets 

and can offer a wealth of business 

insights at a much faster pace than 

traditional TPO solutions. The solution 

should possess advanced visualization 

components and data models for a 

clearer and comprehensible demonstra-

tion of information.

Get trade promotion data at your
fingertips with AI chatbots



Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) will happen in 
both TPx and Retail 
Execution sooner 
than you probably 
think 

- POI

The AI Advantage

Traditional analytics like descriptive and diagnostic analytics 

have always been a part of TPO solutions. While these analytics 

technologies do provide some key insights, most of them are 

non-actionable. many businesses produce massive amounts of

data every day and an powerful harnessing of this humongous 

data requires advanced technologies like Artificial Intelligence 

and Machine Learning.

Advanced analytics like predictive and prescriptive analytics are 

powered with AI and machine learning and add the much 

needed “intelligence” part to the TPO software. Unlike 

traditional analytics which provide shallow insights, Advanced 

analytics turn data into meaningful insights - insights which are 

actionable and enable you to take a decision quickly and more 

accurately.
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Traditional Analytics Predictive and Prescriptive Analytics

What will happen in the future and what should i 

do about it?

What is the right promotion mix strategy for the 

upcoming quarter?

How can I maximize my trade promotion ROI?

What is my expected ROI if I price Brand A 3 USD 

more than Brand B for the next 3 months?

What are my predicted sales if I keep Brand A at 

base price for the next 6 months and promote 

Brand B for a BOGO for the next 1 month?

What happened

How Many

How Often etc.

Why is this happening ?



Build What-if scenario scenarios
Advanced analytics allow you to build different 

virtual promotional scenarios and gives the 

estimated ROI in each scenario. This estimated 

ROI is provided based on the harnessing of the  

data fed to the software. You can build 

different scenarios by changing different 

parameters like brand, price, promotion, location, 

duration etc. and learn the estimated ROI and 

sales uplift before actually running the promotion.

Examples

What is my estimated ROI if I run a BOGO for 

Brand A for 2 months at City B for Price C?

What will be my sales uplift if I offer half price for 

Brand X and keep Brand Y at base price for the 

next 1 month?

Identify trends and patterns in the data
Advanced analytics leverage machine learning to 

capture trends in your past promotions and their 

impact which you might not be aware of. This can 

include alerting you if there is a dip in sales or if 

there is an increase in promotion ROI etc. This 

data discovery helps you take much informed 

decisions and run promotions that matter.

Leverage unstructured data

Unstructured content already accounts for 
a staggering 90 percent of all digital data, 
much of which is locked away across a 
variety of different data stores, in different 
locations and in varying formats

- IDC

Data from crucial data sources like digital and 

social media, TRP, events, POS are largely 

unstructured and cannot be harnessed by 

traditional analytics. Big data and AI technologies 

such as Machine Learning (ML) harness and 

convert this raw, unstructured data into 

meaningful insights.

Get fact-based recommendations and 
forecasts
Based on the data fed, advanced analytics provide 

recommendations and tell you what can be the 

next best step. You can get crisp 

prescriptions like “Run promotion A for location B 

for 1 month to get sales uplift on Y percent”, 

allowing you to glean insights from the analysis 

instead of you doing the tedious data analysis 

process and deciding by yourself.
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What an AI-Powered Promotion Analysis Looks Like

Measure Trade Promotion Effectiveness



Compare actual sales with predicted sales for various
categories



Actual sales vs Predicted Sales 



Get a 360-degree view on impact of sales



Understand marketing activities and the impact on ROI



Compare Primary, Secondary and POS sales



Case-study

Acuvate reduces trade promotion spend for a 

transnational Consumer Goods company by 100k USD. 

About the Company 
It is a transnational consumer goods company 

co-headquartered in Netherlands and London, United 

Kingdom. 

Its products include several food and beverage, 

cleaning agents and personal care products. It is the 

world's largest consumer goods company (measured 

by 2012 revenue) and the world's largest producer of 

food spreads.

It is Europe’s 7th-most valuable company and one of 

the oldest multinational companies with products 

across 190 countries. 
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the same into a Data Mart 

Calculating the base sales by comparing periods 

where Promotions were not present for an SKU 

Calculating the Sales Uplift and growth for each 

Promotion

This solution allowed the sales and revenue 

management teams to identify 

Which promotions were creating an uplift and 

for which specific SKUs. 

Which SKUs were negatively impacted by the 

promotions run. 

3. Solution Benefits and Features
Using the solution, users were able to

Identify the Sales Uplift vs Target for each pro-

motion.

Increase sales by getting actionable recommen-

dations on the best promotions to be run and 

understanding which ones work.

Set alerts if the Sales uplift goes below a spe-

cific number.

View dashboards on mobile and ask natural 

language questions as well to get the needed 

data.

1.Business Scenario
The Client had a challenge in calculating and moni-

toring the the Sales Uplift for various promotions 

being run in the emerging markets.

The sales and revenue management teams had a 

promotion calendar which is defined in Excel sheets. 

The company purchased only the sales and market 

share data from Nielsen Holdings and don’t have the 

crucial data of past promotions and pricing.

This impacted the accuracy in decision-making and 

teams were unable to analyze

The impact and effectiveness of various promo-

tions on different products. 

The sales uplift created by each promotion.

As a result identifying the right promotion for the 

right scenario became a challenge.

2.Solution
Acuvate used its domain and technology expertise to 

meet the client’s requirement. The solution was used 

for two markets and one category. 

The solution included 

Extracting data from spreadsheets and integrating 



Benefits & ROI

Reduced Trade 
Promotions spend 

by 100K USD

Reduced Manual 
effort by 500 
person-hours

Increased revenue Faster decisions 
through actionable 
recommendations 

and analysis



About Compass

Compass is Acuvate’s Trade Promotion 

Optimization software which leverages Artificial 

Intelligence, Big Data and Advanced Analytics. It is 

created on the primary motto of making data work 

to get maximum bang for the buck for your trade 

promotions. Measure, Forecast, Analyze, Optimize 

and Repeat.
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The different features of Compass

High-Quality Data 

Lake
AI & Machine Learning AI Chatbots & Ad-

vanced Visualizations
User Friendly & 

Self-Service

Capture data from 

multiple external and 

internal sources 

including digital 

media, weather, 

events, POS, 

competitor 

intelligence

and beyond.

Cleanse the data to 

remove duplicates 

and also effectively 

organize the Same.

Convert Unstructured 

data to structured.

Run promotions with an 

intelligent and convenient 

analysis of data.

Detect key insights and 

anomalies in promotional 

data

Unlike traditional analytics 

which provides shallow 

insights, predictive and 

prescriptive analytics 

forecast and prescribes the 

right actions to maximize 

the ROI of your promotions. 

Crucial what-if scenarios will 

be addressed as well.

Simplify the way 

you consume data 

from the TPO 

software with 

chatbots

See data in the 

most convenient 

and visually-rich 

formats with 

advanced 

visualizations

Create customizable 

reports and dashboards 

without depending on 

skilled crew

Easy to use for both 

power and non-power 

users



How COMPASS works

1. Past promotions and campaigns

2. Market Research

3. Primary Sales

4. Secondary Sales

5. Point of Sales

1. Competitor Intelligence

2. Location

3. Search Analytics

4. TRP

5. Weather

6. Social Media

7. Syndicated Data

8. Events

Internal Data

External Data 

1

2

3

4

5

Increase Marketing ROI by 3%

Increase Primary Sales by 2-3%

Increase Secondary Sales by 10-12%

Reduce Marketing costs by 5%

Increase in Market Share by 2%

Segment Forecast

RecommendDetect

FMCGMaster
Data



Clients Who Trust Us

About Acuvate

Acuvate is a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner with 

11+ years experience in improving business 

efficiencies and revenue for numerous enterprises 

worldwide. We do this by building enterprise 

applications that help in intelligent analysis, 

collaboration and orchestration of information. 

Over the years, Acuvate has helped several Fortune 

organizations in deploying AI-Powered Trade 

Promotion Optimization softwares and services to 

increase revenues and overall profitability. Acuvate 

holds profound expertise and specialization in providing 

AI-powered Business Intelligence solutions for many 

top companies. 

manish.mekala
Cross-Out



Schedule a Free Consultation

www.acuvate.com+44 (0)1753 299600info@acuvate.com
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